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FOR MULTIPLE PATIENT USE
Indications for use
The device is intended to be used by patients to administer aerosolised medication from most pressurised metered dose inhalers. The intended 
environments for use include home, hospitals and clinics. 

Priming your Space Chamber Plus®

Before using the Space Chamber Plus® for the first time it will need to be primed.  To prime the Space Chamber Plus®, immerse in warm water 
with a mild liquid detergent. Do not rinse as detergent minimises static charge and allow to air dry.   
Alternatively, the Space Chamber Plus® may be primed by depressing your inhaler 3 - 4 times into the Space Chamber Plus®. 
Your Space Chamber Plus® is now ready to use.  
Your Space Chamber Plus® will need to be ’primed’ again if it is only used occasionally.

How to use the Space Chamber Plus®

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Please note

Always follow the instructions provided with your asthma inhaler.
Before use check for foreign objects, broken or deteriorated parts.
Replace Space Chamber Plus® immediately if any damage or missing parts are evident.
Check to see that the valve in the mouthpiece moves when you breathe in and when you breathe out.
All components used in the Space Chamber Plus® are latex free.
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Remove the cap from your inhaler and shake well.

Push the inhaler into the base of the Space Chamber Plus®. 

Put the mouthpiece between the lips and make an airtight seal, depress your inhaler, 
you will see a fine spray inside the Space Chamber Plus®. Take a slow, deep breath 
through the mouth and hold for 5-10 seconds or continue to breathe in and out 
through the Space Chamber Plus® for 4-6 breaths.

Wait at least one minute before repeating step 3.  
Only use one dose from the inhaler at a time.

 If a face mask is needed, attach it to the Space Chamber Plus® and follow  
steps 1-4.  Ensure the connection is secure at all times. 
Apply to face and check for effective seal.
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Space Chamber Plus® is a registered trademark of:
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FOR MULTIPLE PATIENT USE
Cleaning
The Space Chamber Plus® should be cleaned at least once a month but can be washed more often if 
needed.

1.  Remove the base by placing your thumb in the hole then pull and twist at the same time. There is no 
need to dismantle the mouthpiece.

2.  Wash all parts in warm water with a mild liquid detergent.
3. Do not rinse as detergent minimises static charge.
4.  Shake out excess water and allow to air dry. Do not rub dry.
5. Firmly replace base once the Space Chamber Plus® is dry.
6. Prime the Space Chamber Plus® as described overleaf.
The Space Chamber Plus® can be cleaned in a dishwasher but must be primed again  
as described overleaf. 
If it is not clear to you on how to clean your Space Chamber Plus® please ask your healthcare professional 
for help.
Replace within 12 months.

Autoclaving - Multiple Patient Use
The Space Chamber Plus® should be autoclaved between patients.

1.  Clean the Space Chamber Plus® as per the above cleaning instructions.
2.  Disassemble the Space Chamber Plus® fully as illustrated to the right.
3.  If washing the Space Chamber Plus® prior to autoclaving, it must be rinsed free of  

all detergent.
4.  The Space Chamber Plus® has been tested to meet the minimum Australian Standards of 134 oC  

for 3 minutes.
5.  Wrap the Space Chamber Plus® in a cloth or two layers of 1-ply polypropylene wrap (Eg: KC600) 

to ensure that it does not come into direct contact with the metal parts of the autoclave.
6.  Do not place other objects on the Space Chamber Plus®. 

– Autoclave at 134 °C for 3 minutes. 
– Recommended cooling time is 30 minutes.

7.  Reassemble the Space Chamber Plus® as illustrated to the right. Ensure the mouthpiece clicks into 
place.

8. Submerge and agitate in warm water mixed with a mild liquid detergent.
9. Do not rinse, as the detergent helps to reduce static charge. 
 – Shake out excess water. Do not rub dry. Allow to drip/air dry.
Note:  Space Chamber Plus®  can be autoclaved up to 52 times.
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